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bit of every is 
An error detector indicates 

of width in the bit 
sequence. This is 

For k 2 :3 an not seem to ex

and 

B. 

C. The 

component 

probabilities. 
circular consecutive 2-out-of-r-from-n: F 

We propose new .-£">,r'''".,,,u= 

Model 

failed 

if and if within r consecutive CO!lll)Olnent:s, axe at least 
k failed ones. 

Notation 

n: number of in tlw 

7': a "window" of consecutive out of n components. 

k: 

z : 1 ~ 2, ... , 

Pi: probability of component i. 

1.0-- Pi, failure probability of COInpOIH~nt z. 

event that there failed component the 
line between i and j. 
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for n. linear 

for r n. 

r , 

failure 
T and for 

2) 
n-1 

2) (1) 

with C'VI . .!H'HH 

P2 qZPl 

P3' 3,2) + Q3P2Pl (3) 
P4 . 3,2) + Q4P3P2 (4) 

P5 . 3,2) + 3,2) 

Pe' 3,2) + QeP5P4 3,2) (6) 
P7 . 3,2) + Q7PeP5 . 3,2) (7) 

1) is a very recursive relation which needs only T + 1 multiplications 
and one addition at each iteration. An algorithm 
lLHiJH .. llllC.H"" Eq.(l) and gives the exact system 
of operational probabilities because using them 
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is in terms 
causes less round-off errors 



for be 

to 

3.2 Circular 

system 

it contains consecutive ... n.QY'~,rH 
from n - and from 1 to i, and linear 
consists of consecutive components on the line between i + 1 

Let Pt; t, 7', 2) be the of linear 
of consecutive components on the line between sand t; 7',2) r', 'f', 

mentioned above are the abbreviated expressions of RL(PI f"V Pn; Tt, T, 2) and RL(PI rv 

pn-r; n 7',7', The 's can be then we have 
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n r,2) 

end 
end 
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